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August is known for many things, including the dog days of

summer, National Watermelon Day (Aug. 3) and National

Smile Week (Aug. 5-11). But there are many other fun facts

associated with summer’s last full month.

 

August is named after Augustus Caesar, founder and the

first emperor of the Roman Empire, who was posthumously

adopted by his maternal great-uncle Gaius Julius Caesar.

In the early Roman calendar, August was actually the

sixth month of the year. It was originally 30 days in length,

but an extra day was added so that it would equal the

number of days in July, which was named after Julius

Caesar.

 

August has two birthstones: peridot and sardonyx. Peridot

is among the oldest known gemstones and is green in color.

Sardonyx, which is lesser-known, is a white- and brown-

banded gemstone once believed to have mystical powers.

The official flower for August is the gladiolus. These

vertical-growing flowers were named from the Latin

"gladius," meaning a sword.

 

Fans of Elvis Presley mourn each Aug. 16th, the day the

famed singer died in 1977.

 

 

August Is Here Already ! 

Did you Know ?

Some famous people born in

August include Martha

Stewart, Martin Sheen, Jeff

Gordon, Deion Sanders and

Halle Berry.



Shut off the power to your RV A/C unit. You should always turn off the electrical power to the

air conditioner before working on it. Find your camper’s breaker panel, and shut off any

breaker that supplies power (or might supply power) to your RV A/C.

Check the owner manual for your RV to find the right brand of refrigerant or coolant to use. A

popular type is A/C Pro ACP-100, but your RV may require a different brand or type. (Note: Do

NOT mix and match brands, since doing so could cause irreparable damage to your unit).

Get on top of your RV to remove the plastic lid or cover for your air conditioner, and lift

straight up so that you don’t bump or damage the system coils. Be careful to watch for any

bees or wasps exiting the unit, since these insects commonly like to make nests inside. If you

find a nest, you’ll need to remove it as soon as possible.

Using a coolant gauge, find out what level the existing refrigerant is at. This may be easier said

than done with some A/C models. If there’s no easy way to check the refrigerant levels, you

may need to install a line tap, which is a mechanism that allows you to open the coolant line

and attach a gauge. Once you’re able to check your refrigerant levels, you can find out if it is

low or empty. If your gauge registers below 30 or 40 degrees for the refrigerant evaporation

temperature, it’s probably low and needs a top-off or recharge. If the levels are not below

normal, there may be another issue with the RV air conditioner.

Add the coolant. Turn your air conditioner on, and have a friend stand inside the RV to

monitor the air temperature levels while you add the coolant. Use a wrench to unscrew the

coolant port, and add the refrigerant slowly until it is full. Before you add the refrigerant,

check to find out how much coolant your A/C unit should hold, and be sure to check

refrigerant levels as you add the fluid. When you’re done, your friend should notice cooler air

inside the RV. There should be a difference of about 20 degrees between the air in your RV

and the air in the A/C unit.

Reassemble the unit. Use a wrench to screw the coolant port cap tightly, and put the plastic

cover back onto the RV air conditioning unit.

Power on and test. Restore power to your A/C unit, turn it on, and monitor temperatures over

several hours to make sure it’s now working properly.

If you have an air conditioning unit at home, recharging the one in your RV may be a bit more

difficult and complicated because RV A/C units are not usually designed to be opened and

fiddled with.

In fact, you may cause damage to the A/C mechanisms or unit casing if you open it, depending

on the model and its location in your camper. 

If you’re simply adding more refrigerant to your A/C unit, it’s considered a top-off, whereas

replacing and or filling up an empty coolant tank is considered a full recharge of your RV air

conditioning system. 

To refill the refrigerant and recharge your RV’s air conditioner, follow these steps:

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

If recharging the unit did not fix the issue, you may need to have a mechanic or RV technician

take a look.
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How To Recharge Your RV’s Air
Conditioner

https://www.rvingknowhow.com/recharging-rv-air-conditioning/



RV NEWS 
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Canada Changes U.S. Border Rules
July 20, 2021  Article Source: Yahoo News  Written By: Elisabetta Bianchini

 

The Canadian government announced Monday that as of Aug. 9, fully vaccinated U.S. citizens

and permanent residents who currently reside in the U.S. can travel to Canada for non-

essential purposes.

As of the same date, the government authorized hotel quarantine requirement will be

eliminated for all travelers, allowing unvaccinated or partially vaccinated travelers to go

straight to their quarantine location for 14 days.

COVID-19 pre-departure testing will be required, regardless of vaccination status. 

 

 

Interest Rate Drop Could Expand Lending Opportunities
July 8, 2021.  Article Source: CNBC

 

The 10-year U.S. Treasury yield fell as low as 1.25% on Thursday, its lowest point since February,

continuing a sharp reversal in the bond market amid growing concern about the pace of the global

economic recovery.

Lower interest rates could expand opportunities for buyers looking to finance recreational vehicles.

“This decline in bond yields could be signaling that the inflation burst is transitory, and/or that the

Delta variant will slow growth, although at 1.25% this morning that seems extreme,” Ed Hyman,

founder and chairman of Evercore ISI and head of economic research, said in a note.

 



WE CAN ORDER 
PARTS & ACCESSORIES 
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SUPREME EURO TOP MATTRESS
 - SHORT QUEEN 60" X 75" X 11"

$729.95

euro Recliner Chair, Altoona Eggshell
 

$429.75

FIESTA AWNING 17' SILVER FADE WHITE
WEATHERGUARD AND CASTINGS

BY CAREFREE

$667.00

DISH Tailgater Portable - White
 

$315.08



If you would like to be listed in the monthly newsletter, 

with an idea or a RV related insert. 

Please contact Jennifer Johnson (Germain)

Jennifer@centralfloridarvrental.com

Referral Program;

Refer a tenant that  becomes an annual and receive a $50.00 credit towards your

account 

(not given in form of money - only credit to account) 
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WWRV Community breakfast 2nd Saturday of every month - 
hosted by the Mckeon's

Please bring a breakfast item If you would like to contribute  

As we continue to get busier and fill up , I wanted to send out a friendly reminder of some of the

campground etiquette rules we have in place. This allows the campground to run smoothly and

efficiently , so that everyone can have an enjoyable experience. 

 

1. Please make Sure you PICK UP your pets poop , please place in a doggy bag and put in the doggy

station. We have plenty of stations throughout the campground with bags. 

 

2. Please do not leave your pets outside Un-attended. 

All pets must be on a leash when outside with their owners. 

 

3. Please do no cut through sites. 

Please use the roads in the campground when going to visit another site. 

 

4. Please keep your site neatly organized, free of debris and trash. We want to keep our campground

clean , one site looking trashy makes everything look trashy . We take pride in our campground by

keeping it clean , as should guest with their sites. 

 

5. Quiet time is at 10:00pm. 

 

6. If you are an annual tenant - and you want to do your own site mowing and weeding that is fine

with us. As it is hard for us to go around a bunch of objects when trying to weed. Just please ensure

you keep up on it.

 



1 tablespoon neutral flavored oil

½ lb tortilla chips

1 (7.75 oz) can El Pato hot tomato sauce, or equivalent

1 cup shredded Mexican cheese blend

1 (14.5 oz) can black beans, drained

1 large avocado, cubed

4-5 green onions, sliced

handful of fresh cilantro, chopped

1 small lime, cut into wedges

Lightly oil the bottom of a large dutch oven, to prevent the nachos from

sticking.

For the first layer, evenly spread ⅓ of the chips into the dutch oven,

topped with ¼ can El Pato, ¼ can black beans, ¼ cup cheese, and a handful

of avocado, green onions, and cilantro. Repeat for the second layer.

For the third and final layer, use the remaining ⅓ portion of chips, ½ can

El Pato, ½ can black beans, ½ cup cheese, and the remaining avocado,

onion, and cilantro.

Cover the dutch oven and place on a metal grill over your campfire for

about 10 minutes, until the cheese has melted. Serve with the lime wedges.

Ingredients

Instructions
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Campfire Nachos
 


